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a b s t r a c t
The adaptive neural fuzzy inference system is used to simulate trajectory tracking in
aircraft landing operationsmanagement. The advantage of the approach is that by using the
linguistic representation ability of fuzzy sets and the learning ability of neural networks, the
approximate linguistic representations can be improved or updated as more data become
available. This approach is illustrated by the use of both zero and first order Takagi–Sugeno
inference systems [T. Takagi, M. Sugeno, Fuzzy identification of systems and its application
tomodeling and control, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics 15 (1) (1985)
116–132] with auto-landing flight path data.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A major challenge in modern aircraft design is the controllability of the flight vehicle. When an airplane is in the air, not
all atmospheric factors acting on it can be controlled by human efforts. The trajectory tracking of a landing plane is a useful
approach but is an unpredictable and sophisticated process. It is difficult to devise an approach that allows modern control
theory to deal with this nonlinear control problem in a systematic way.
Various investigators have studied this control problem. For example, Al-Hiddabi and McClamroch [2] used nonlinear
control theory in developing a controller for conventional aircraft take-off and landing based on trajectory tracking control.
Liu and Harmon [3] presented a real-time control and simulation investigation for aircraft landing requiring stability and
robustness with respect to variations in speed, weight, center-of-gravity and time delays. Zou and Devasia [4] demonstrated
the use of a previous-based stable-inversion technique in online output-tracking. Shan et al. [5] proposed a synchronized
trajectory-tracking control strategy using a feed forward term and a PD feedback control term for multiple experimental
three-degrees-of-freedom helicopters.
Fuzzy logic and/or neural network systems have also been applied to solve aircraft control problems. Pistauer and
Bernhardi-Griasson [6] proposed a method for the design and implementation of a helicopter flight mechanic model
with a specific fuzzy system structure. Wood and Schneider [7] used fuzzy expert system tools to control anti-submarine
helicopters. Gharieb and Nagib [8] presented a general hierarchical fuzzy control design for a multi-variable helicopter
system. Jorgensen and Schley [9] described a simplified neural network baseline model for aircraft control. Juang and
Chio [10] presented an aircraft landing control based on fuzzy networks. McMichael et al. [11] examined the combined
application of fuzzy methods and genetic algorithms in flow control. Melin and Castillo [12] described a hybrid method for
adaptive intelligent control of aircraft systems. The hybrid approach was obtained by the combined use of neural network,
fuzzy logic and fractal theory.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of fuzzy adaptive network.
In this paper, the adaptive neural fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) is proposed for trajectory tracking in the nonlinear
control of aircraft landing. Specifically, only longitudinal stability and control analysis are considered; and the open-loop
pitch angle or the pitch angle of the elevator (PAE) is considered as the output of the system.
The fuzzy neural inference systemwill be summarized in Section 2 and the application of this ANFIS system to trajectory
tracking with some numerical results will be presented in Section 3. The numerical auto-landing flight path data used are
obtained from Shen et al. [13,14]. Finally, Section 4 presents some discussion.
2. Fuzzy inference system
To illustrate the fuzzy adaptive network, let us consider the following simple four fuzzy IF-THEN rules:
R1: If (x1 is small AND x2 is low), then (Y = Y1 = p10 + p11x1 + p12x2)
R2: If (x1 is small AND x2 is high), then (Y = Y2 = p20 + p21x1 + p22x2)
R3: If (x1 is large AND x2 is low), then (Y = Y3 = p30 + p31x1 + p32x2)
R4: If (x1 is large AND x2 is high), then (Y = Y4 = p40 + p41x1 + p42x2)
where x1 and x2 are input linguistic variables, and “small” and “large” are fuzzy sets. The above rules are known as the first
order Takagi–Sugeno inference system [1]. For a zero order Takagi–Sugeno inference system, the x’s after “then” are set
equal to zero.
The fuzzy adaptive network, or the adaptive neural fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [15–17] for these fuzzy rules is
illustrated in Fig. 1, which is essentially a neural network except for the fact that some of the nodes are adaptive nodes
where fuzzy membership functions are stored. To distinguish these adaptive nodes, rectangles are used to represent them.
For example, the nodes in layers 1 and 4 are adaptive nodes, while the nodes in layers 2 and 3 are fixed nodes.
In this paper, the above Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy system, similar to that represented in Fig. 1, is used to simulate trajectory
tracking of aircraft landing operations. Let node n in layer m be denoted by om,n; the node functions on each layer are
summarized as follows [15]:
Layer 1: The input of this node is denoted by x1 and oi,hi is the hth fuzzy set, which is a linguistic term. The output of node n
is defined by
o1,n = µoi,hi(xi), for hi = 1, 2, . . . , pi, and i = 1, 2, . . . , q (1)
whereµoi,hi is a membership function of oi,hi , and pi is the number of fuzzy sets associated with xi. The membership function
used is the Gaussian function with the parameter set {vi,hi ,σi,hi } and is given as:
µoi,hi(xi) = e
[−( xi−vi,hiσi,hi )]. (2)
Layer 2: The nodes in this layer are fixed. The output of these nodes is given by
o2,r = wr =
q∏
i=1
µoi,hj(xj), for all hi (3)
where hi is the hth fuzzy set associated with xi, and hi = 1, 2, . . . , ni.
Layer 3: Each fixed node in this layer normalizes the output in layer 2, given by
o3,r = w¯r = w
r
m∑
r=1
wr
. (4)
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The output of this layer is the normalized firing strength.
Layer 4: The outputs of these adaptive nodes are given by
o4,r = w¯rYr, for r = 1, 2, . . . ,m (5)
where Yr is the consequence part of the fuzzy “if-then” rule:
Yr = kr0 + kr1x1 + · · · + krqxq (6)
where kri ’s are symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers and are the consequence parameters.
Layer 5: The output of this single fixed node is given by
o5,r = overall output = Yˆ =
m∑
r=1
w¯rYr. (7)
2.1. Error measure
The error (ei) between the training data and the network output is given by
ei = Yi − Yˆ (8)
where Yi and Yˆ are the training data and network output, respectively, and are symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers. In
parametric form, these training and output data are given by
Yi = (yi, si)Yˆi = (yˆi, sˆi) (9)
where yi and yˆi are the modes of Yi and Yˆi, and si and sˆi are the spreads of Yi and Yˆi, respectively. kri ’s are the consequence
parameters. They are symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers, in the following parametric form:
kri = (ari , bri ), where i = 0, . . . , q, and r = 0, . . . ,m. (10)
The error (ei) between the training data and the network output is measured by the fuzzy rankingmethod. The overall error
function of the network is given by
E = 1
N
{
N∑
i=1
[e2i + (si − sˆi)2]
}
= 1
N
{
N∑
i=1
[(yi − yˆi)2 + (si − sˆi)2]
}
(11)
where N is the number of parameter pairs for the ANFIS training network. One way to end the iteration in the learning or
training process is when the value of E is less than a pre-assigned value.
2.2. Premise parameters learning
Back-propagation learning algorithm, which is essentially a gradient technique, is used for learning the premise
parameters. In other words, the premise parameters are updated by a gradient descent method to minimize the back-
propagation error generated by the process of recursive network training. The gradient vectors are calculated in the opposite
direction of the flow. Thus the error measure of this network is calculated from layer 5 to layer 1.
Nomura et al. [18] provided a gradient descentmethod for fuzzy logic control, using data similar to the crisp input–output
data and amodified back-propagation learning algorithm. This proposedmethod is simpler andmore rational. The approach
also provides a simple way of explicitly stating the fuzzy sets learned by the network. Symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers
were used.
Since many investigators have used the back-propagation algorithm, no discussion of this algorithm will be given. The
interested reader can consult the literature [16–18].
2.3. Consequence parameters learning
In the Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy model, the overall network output can be expressed as a linear combination of the
consequence parameters. Combining Eqs. (6) and (7), the overall output can be rewritten as follows:
Yˆ = w¯1(k10 + k11x1 + · · · + k1qxq) + w¯2(k20 + k21x1 + · · · + k2qxq) + w¯m(km0 + km1 x1 + · · · + kmq xq). (12)
Rearranging the above equation, we have
Yˆ = k10w¯1 + k11(w¯x1) + · · · + k1q(w¯1xq) + · · · + kmq (w¯mxq). (13)
Eq. (13) represents a first order Takagi–Sugeno model, where Yˆ is a linear combination of the consequence parameters.
On the other hand, if Yˆ is a constant number, then it is a zero-order Takagi–Sugenomodel. The consequence parameters can
be learned by the use of the MATLAB fuzzy logic toolbox, which is a product of Math Works Inc.
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Fig. 2. Convergence behavior, zero-order inference, 3 membership functions.
3. Simulation of trajectory tracking of aircraft landing operation
Most aircraft being symmetrical about the center-line, moderate changes in the angle of attack (AOA) have little or no
influence upon yaw or roll. This permits stability and control analysis in two parts, namely longitudinal (pitch only) and
directional (roll and yaw). In this article, we consider only longitudinal analysis. The open-loop pitch angle, or the pitch
angle of the elevator (PAE), is considered as the output of the control system. There are more than ten inputs for the control
system. Some inputs depend on others [13,14]. For simplicity, we choose the angle of attack (AOA) and the vertical speed of
the aircraft as inputs for this simulation.
The trajectory tracking of a landing plane is a very difficult process to predict and is influenced by many uncontrollable
environmental and atmospheric factors. Although wind tunnel can be used to simulate this process, it is very costly and
time consuming; furthermore, the data obtained are frequently unreliable under unsteady flight conditions. In this paper,
the adaptive neural fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) is applied to simulate trajectory tracking of an aircraft landing operation.
The fuzzy adaptive network used to simulate the trajectory is similar to that illustrated in Fig. 1, except that in order
to study sensitivities, several different numbers of fuzzy membership functions are used instead of 2, as shown in Fig. 1.
The actual numbers of membership functions simulated are 3, 4 and 6. The Takagi–Sugeno [1] first-order and zero-order
inference systems were adopted.
The data used are auto-landing flight paths data obtained from Shen et al. [13,14]. There are five cases or sets of auto-
landing flight paths data and each data set recorded 9 parameters such as time, altitude, distance, vertical speed, angle of
attack, pitch angle, etc. Approximately 185 data points were recorded for each parameter, or each data set. In other words,
the landing duration frombeginning to finally landing used approximately 92minutes. Recording the data every halfminute,
there are approximately 185 recorded data points for each landing. In this simulation, two input variables are considered,
namely angle of attack (AOA) and vertical speed. The pitch angle of the elevator, or the open-loop pitch angle, is usually the
major concern in auto-landing problem. Thus, the output of the simulation is the pitch angle.
3.1. Numerical results
Using the auto-landing data from Shen et al. [13,14] and the Takagi–Sugeno [1] inference system, the trajectory tracking
of an aircraft landing operation was simulated. The MATLAB Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, a product of MathWorks Inc., was used to
carry out the simulations. For the first data set, the problemwas simulated with 3, 4 and 6membership functions, each with
both zero-order and first-order Takagi–Sugeno inference systems. For the second to fifth data sets, only 4 and 6membership
functions were used, each with the zero-order and first-order inference systems. A total of 22 separate simulations were
carried out.
For each simulation, first the processes were trained by using the data from Shen et al. [13,14] and then the simulation
was carried out to test the accuracy of the results. During training, the convergence rate was investigated. Convergence
was obtained in approximately 15–20 epochs. Some typical convergence behaviors are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 is
from the first set of data, with 3 membership functions and zero-order inference system, while Fig. 3 is for 4 membership
functions and first-order inference. All the other convergence behaviors are similar to those shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In general,
the greater the number of membership functions were used, the faster was the convergence rate.
During the simulation phase, the outputs from the fuzzy inference system are compared with actual data or training
data. Some typical results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, where the vertical axis labeled “output” or “FIS output” denotes the
pitch angle of the elevator, and the “training data” are the actual data for pitch angle obtained from Shen et al. [13,14]. The
horizontal axis labeled “index” is the actual flight time during landing, and the data were recorded at each half-minute; thus
there are about 185 data points along the horizontal axis. As can be seen from these figures, the FIS output compared well
with the actual data or “training data” after training. Furthermore, the inference system output smoothed out the extreme
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Fig. 3. Convergence behavior, first-order inference, 4 membership functions.
Fig. 4. Estimation error, zero-order inference, 3 membership functions.
Fig. 5. Estimation error, first-order inference, 4 membership functions.
points. This can be seen by examining the horizontal axis at approximately 5 and 100 indices, where the extreme points are
smoothed out in the FIS outputs. All the other simulation runs exhibit similar accuracy.
4. Discussion
The adaptive neural fuzzy inference system has been shown to be very useful in many different areas where the data are
vague and may be even linguistic. This is because of the combined advantages of both the linguistic representation ability
of fuzzy sets and the learning ability of neural networks. Thus, at the beginning, the data can be represented approximately
by fuzzy membership functions and these approximate representations can be improved or updated as more data become
available. It should be noted that many useful systems such as in manufacturing or in control are vague and frequently need
human experts to operate. These experts can only give data linguistically.
Using auto-landing flight path data, trajectory tracking of aircraft landingwas simulated by the use of the adaptive neural
fuzzy inference network. Since during trajectory tracking, many of the atmospheric influencing factors are uncertain and
changing rapidly, especially under severeweather conditions, nonlinear adaptive controlwith the ability of learning appears
to be one of the promising approaches. Even with these limited results due to limited data, this simulation approach by the
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use of the fuzzy adaptive network appears to be a promising approach. The convergence rates are fairly fast evenwith a very
small number – 3 to 6 – of membership functions.
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